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ABSTRACT In this work we present a computational approach to the design of nanostructures made of structural motifs taken
from left-handed b-helical proteins. Previously, we suggested a structural model based on the self-assembly of motifs taken from
Escherichia coli galactoside acetyltransferase (Protein Data Bank 1krr, chain A, residues 131–165, denoted krr1), which produced
a very stable nanotube in molecular dynamics simulations. Here we modify this model by changing the charge distribution in the
inner core of the system and testing the effect of this change on the structural arrangement of the construct. Our results demonstrate
that it is possible to generate the proper conditions for charge transfer inside nanotubes based on assemblies of krr1 segment. The
electronic transfer would be achieved by introducing different histidine ionization states in selected positions of the internal core of
the construct, in addition to specific mutations with charged amino acids that altogether will allow the formation of coherent net-
works of aromatic ring stacking, salt-bridges, and hydrogen bonds.

INTRODUCTION

Nanotechnology aims to design novel materials and molec-

ular devices, often via self-assembly of large molecules. In

nature, protein domains often self-assemble and create large

complexes of well-defined structure and function. Exploiting

the natural ability of protein molecules to self-assemble can be

a very useful approach in the design and construction of novel

molecular structures (1–2). Many studies describe the use of

natural and artificial peptides and DNA and RNA segments in

nanodesign (3–11). Self-assembly of peptide segments can

become a favorable route to obtain nanostructures, particu-

larly those consisting of single or associated tubes, fibers, and

vesicles. Binding mechanisms in self-assembly are robust and

governed primarily by the protein’s native topology (12).

Previously we suggested (13) that it is possible to construct

nanostructures based on relatively large (;35 amino acid

long) motifs taken from naturally occurring proteins. Specif-

ically, we focused on structures made of the assembly of

segments taken from left-handed b-helical proteins. The

tubular nature of left-handed b-helical proteins makes them

excellent candidates to be used as building blocks to construct

fibrillar or tubular nanostructures without the need to perform

many structural manipulations. In addition, their helical and

symmetric structure makes them good candidates to be

excised and tested as modules. To construct our nanosystems,

we selected short (two turns) repetitive motifs and extracted

the corresponding coordinates from the Protein Data Bank

(PDB) (14). We assembled copies of the motifs on top of one

another and simulated them for long periods. Of the systems

we tested, the construct based on the assembly of copies

of residues 131–165 of galactoside acetyltransferase from

Escherichia coli (PDB code: 1krr, chain A) showed a re-

markable structural stability over a long period of simulation

time (20–40 ns) under all the tested temperature and ionic

strength conditions. The system was denoted krr1. Fig. 1

shows the krr1 sequence and structure.

In this study we start with the krr1 structure we obtained

previously (13) and aim to modify it toward useful biological

functions. This construct is characterized by an internal

hydrophobic core containing mainly valine and isoleucine

residues, rendering it inappropriate for the transfer of matter

or charge. Since the hollow space inside the structure we

obtained is narrow and unsuitable for the transfer of large

molecules, charge transfer seems to be one natural applica-

tion. However, to allow charge transfer the chemistry of the

internal core of the structure should be modified. Charge can

be transferred through p-electron stacking or through H1

transfer. We cannot directly simulate charge transfer through

classical mechanics, but we can assess whether there are suf-

ficient conditions to potentially allow it. We can either create

ladders of p-electron-rich functional groups by substituting

some of the original residues in the interior of the construct

by other residues capable of p-stacking or generate a proton

transfer environment through a network of salt bridges,

reminiscent of the serine protease catalytic triad. The two

necessary conditions to achieve this goal are
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1. The mutated structures must still retain their tubular struc-

tural organization in the simulation.

2. There must be a side-chain distribution that allows the

chemical processes mentioned above.

To create a ladder of p-stacking residues and to test

whether this would affect the structural organization, we

inserted a row of histidine residues in each of the three

b-sheets, one sheet at a time (see Fig. 2 for an illustration of

the three basic histidine mutants) and simulated the mutated

structures. Histidine is a good choice of an amino acid for this

purpose. It is aromatic and therefore capable of p-electron

stacking. Its side chain resembles, more or less, the size of

valine and isoleucine so we can expect that no drastic steric

hindrance should occur. In addition, its pKa is 6, which means

that in a physiological pH it can assume both a neutral and a

charged form with a relatively high probability. Moreover, its

neutral form is actually equilibrium between two states: one

with d hydrogen (ND) protonated and the other with e hydro-

gen (NE) protonated. This allows us to test different possible

combinations of ionization states. Naturally, we could not

sample all the possible ionization states due to computational

time limitations, but we tried to sample as many possible po-

sitions as feasible to insert the histidines, as well as different

combinations of ionization states. We identified a position

where despite the insertion of histidine the simulated system

retained its initial organization to a reasonable extent and

created a configuration made of networks of neutral histidine,

charged histidine, and aspartate, imitating the serine protease

catalytic triad. We suggest a structure with a row of alterna-

tively neutral and charged histidine residues that interact with

a row of aspartate residues through salt bridges and with each

other through aromatic ring stacking and thus provide the con-

ditions for creating a nanosystem capable of charge transfer.

METHODS

The calculations were performed using the NAMD package (15). All the

atoms of the system were considered explicitly, and the energy was

calculated using the CHARMM22 force field (16). Water molecules were

represented explicitly, using the TIP3 model (17). The simulations were

performed using the NVT ensemble in an orthorhombic simulation box. We

chose constant volume simulations because all the trajectories were obtained

at high temperature. By these means we could assure not losing a proper

density distribution due to thermal effects. Periodic boundary conditions

were applied using the nearest image convention. The box size was adjusted

to fit the complex size, so that infinite dilution conditions would be main-

tained. The box dimensions were 50 3 50 3 70 Å to ensure infinite dilution.

Some systems were simulated in a bounding box of size 60 3 60 3 80 Å.

Each system contained ;15,000–20,000 atoms including the solvent (or

27,000–30,000 in the structures with the larger bounding box). The starting

molecular structures were built using the INSIGHTII molecular package

(2000, Accelrys, San Diego, CA). For any given arrangement we fixed the

interturn distance of adjacent repetitive units to match the interstrand

distance within each unit, which was ;4.5 Å. The charge of all potential

titratable groups was fixed at these values corresponding to neutral pH, such

that all aspartic acid side chains were represented in their anionic form and

all lysine side chains in their acidic positively charged form. Both peptide

edges were capped to avoid interactions between adjacent termini.

We performed the simulations with ionic strength of 0.8% w/w (;24

ions) at 300� K. We kept the overall charge of the system neutral for the use

of particle mesh Ewald summation (18) to calculate the electrostatic charges.

The ions were chloride and sodium. The molecular dynamics protocol we

used here has been used in our research group for some years (13,19–23)

and has been proven to correspond to the experimental results (22,24–26).

Before running each molecular dynamics simulation, the potential energy of

each system was minimized using 5000 conjugate gradient steps. The

heating protocol included 15 ps of increasing the temperature of the system

from 0� to the final temperature of 300� K plus 1 ns of equilibration period.

FIGURE 2 The basic units of krr1 with inserted histidine. Each of the three

subfigures depicts a different position in which the histidine was inserted. (A)

The histidine substitutes residues I-146 and V-164 (denoted krr_his1). (B)

The histidine substitutes residues I-140 and I-158 (denoted krr_his2). (C) The

histidine substitutes residues 134 and 152 (denoted krr_his3).

FIGURE 1 Sequence and structure of the construct made of residues 131–

165 of E. coli galactoside acetyltransferase (PDB 1krr). On the left – a side

view. Right – front view. Bottom – sequence alignment.
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A residue-based cutoff was applied at 14 Å, i.e., if any two molecules had

any atoms within 14 Å, the interaction between them was evaluated. A

numerical integration time step of 1 fs was used for all the simulations. The

nonbonded pair list was updated every 20 steps, and the trajectories were

saved every 1000 steps (1 ps) for subsequent analysis. Each simulation was

run for a period of 20 ns.

Structural analysis

Regarding conservation of the size of the structure with respect to the

minimized structure, the trajectories were aligned with the initial structure

and the root mean-square deviation (RMSD) was calculated with respect to

C-a atoms. The trajectories were sampled every 10 ps. The main-chain

dihedral angles were sampled every 20 ps to maintain a good sampling of the

trajectories but avoid a dense plot. The plots were generated with MATLAB.

The figures were generated using MATLAB, VMD (27), and Rasmol (28).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

System description

The systems we constructed and simulated consisted of four

repeats of a basic two-turn unit, containing altogether eight

strand-loop motifs stacked on one another. Each basic re-

petitive unit was based on the PDB file of Galactoside acetyl-

transferase from E. coli (PDB code: 1krr, chain A, residues

131–165) and was represented at the atomic level.

Overall, we had nine histidine mutants, each with a

different combination of protonation states (see Table 1). All

systems were simulated in a water box for a period of 20 ns at

300� K. The simulations were performed using the NAMD

program (15) (see Methods for a detailed description of the

simulation conditions). To validate our results in an environ-

ment which is more reminiscent of physiological conditions,

we added sodium and chloride ions to the solution and used

the particle mesh Ewald summation (18) to evaluate the effect

of ionic strength on the structural organization of our models.

We used 24 ions, which leads to an ionic concentration of

0.8%, which is approximately the physiological concentra-

tion, keeping the overall charge of the system neutral to enable

the Ewald summation. Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the

RMSD with respect to the initial (minimized) structure of all

the histidine-based simulated systems over time. We consid-

ered only the Ca atoms in the RMSD calculation, since side-

chain atoms are flexible and calculating the evolution of their

RMSD may introduce noise into the measurement.

For reference, we repeated the simulation of the wild-type

krr1 under the same conditions and plotted the result in Fig. 3

A. As seen in the figure, some of the systems lasted well and

kept their structural organization throughout the simulation,

whereas other systems lost their structural organization to a

considerable extent. The most stable system we obtained was

when residues I-146 and V-164 (placed on top of one another

in consecutive turns) were replaced by a neutral histidine

with ND or NE protonated (denoted hsd1/hse1 mutants,

respectively). Other structures were also able to maintain

their structural arrangement to a degree, after the insertion of

histidine (see the RMSD analysis in Fig. 3 and the structures

before and after the simulations in Fig. 4). Since the neutral

state in which the ND is protonated is more common in

nature, we selected the hsd1 mutant as a reference structure

for further simulations, as described below.

The ‘‘serine triad’’-like configuration

The concept that residues such as histidine can be placed

inside a nanostructure brings to mind the possibility of using

the nanostructures we designed as electron transfer devices

(S. Kent, University of Chicago, personal communication,

2005). Histidines on consecutive strands are capable of

stacking on one another, and the overlap between their p-

electrons can potentially be used—along with a set of charged

residues to supply the charge—for electron transfer.

We thus further modified the krr_hsd1 mutant, which is

shown above to be structurally stable. We created a triad of

amino acids, following the serine protease catalytic triad

proton transfer system common in nature. As is well known,

TABLE 1 The names and sequences of the krr1

histidine mutants

Name of mutant sequence Replaced residues

krr_hsd1 PITIGNNVWIGSHVVHNP

GVTIGDNSVIGAGSIHT-

I-146/HSD

V-164/HSD

krr_hse1 I-146/HSE

V-164/HSE

krr_his_alt1 I-146/HSD

V-164/HSE

krr_hsd2 PITIGNNVWHGSHVVINP

GVTIGDNSVHGAGSIVT-

I-140/HSD

I-158/HSD

krr_hse2 I-140/HSE

I-158/HSE

krr_his_alt2 I-140/HSD

I-158/HSE

krr_hsd3 PITHGNNVWIGSHVVINP

GVTHGDNSVIGAGSIVT-

I-134/HSD

I-152/HSD

krr_hse3 I-134/HSE

I-152/HSE

krr_his_alt3 I-134/HSD

I-152/HSE

krr_triad1* PITIGNNVWIGSHVVHNP

GVTIGDNSVIGAGSIDT-

PITIGNNVWIGSHVVHNP

GVTIGDNSVIGAGSIHT-

I-146(1,3) /HSD

I-164(1,3) /ASP

I-146(2,4) /HSP

I-164(2,4) /HSD

krr_triad2* PITIGNNVWIGSHVVHNP

GVTIGDNSVIGAGSIHT-

PITIGNNVWIGSHVVDNP

GVTIGDNSVIGAGSIHT-

I-146(1,3,4) /HSD

I-164(1,3,4) /HSD

I-146(2) /ASP

I-164(2) /HSP

krr_triad3 PITIGNNVWIGSHDVHNP

GVTIGDNSVIGAGSIHT-

V-144/ASP

I-146/HSP

I-164/HSD

HSD – neutral histidine with ND protonated; HSE – neutral histidine with

NE protonated; HSP – positively charged histidine (both ND and NE pro-

tonated).

In some of the triad mutants, the sequence of two repetitive units is shown

since in these mutants their sequences are different.

*The numbers in brackets in the right-hand column indicate the repetitive

unit number. See Fig. 5.
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this triad contains a Ser-His-Asp motif and a proton is

transferred via the histidine changing its ionization state,

with the serine being the hydrogen donor. Our triad was

slightly different, using a neutral histidine instead of the

serine to be the hydrogen-bond acceptor. Fig. 5 shows the

structures of the histidine-aspartate triads.

We simulated three triad-containing structures for a period

of 20 ns each (see Methods). The triad mutants differ from

one another in the number of triads and their position in the

structure. Fig. 5 shows the triad-containing structures. Fig. 3

D presents the RMSD of the triad systems throughout the

simulations. The RMSD was measured with respect to the

minimized structures, and only the Ca atoms were consid-

ered. As can be seen, all three triad structures got to within

;2.5–3 Å from the original structures. The construct

denoted triad3 (whose structure is shown in detail in Fig. 5

C) is the most stable. Its structure adapts its conformation

slightly in the first few nanoseconds of the simulations and

later remains stable, and its RMSD hardly changes at all

throughout the rest of the simulation. In this structure we

inserted a row of alternatively neutral and charged histidine

residues substituting residues Ile-146 and Val-164. Another

row of aspartate residues replaced nearby residue Val-144.

As can be seen in Fig. 5 C, the aspartate residues interact

with the charged histidines, creating a network of salt

bridges, whereas the neutral histidines take up the remaining

space, avoiding a steric clash. The other triad structures did

not fall apart either, but their terminal repetitive units started

to fray, which indicates that given more time they would

probably fall apart completely. To find out which parts of the

structure fluctuated more than others during the simulation,

we also analyzed the backbone conformational changes

during the simulation.

Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the main-chain dihedral

angles of the loop residues in the triad3 mutant. For

comparison, Fig. 7 shows the distribution of the main-chain

dihedral angles of the same residues in the krr1 wild-type. As

mentioned above, residue 144 was mutated to Asp in triad3

and as can be seen in Fig. 6, C and D, the loop containing

residues 141–144 and 159–162 fluctuated more than the

other two loops (shown in Fig. 6, A, B, and D), as its residues

explored a wider range of the conformational space. More-

over, that loop is considerably less stable in the triad3 mutant

than the equivalent loop in the krr1 wild-type (shown in Fig.

7, C and D). However, residues 146 and 164, which were

mutated to histidine in the triad3 system and are located on

the adjacent b-sheet, did not fluctuate much (results not

shown). Despite this, the triad3 structure was still able to

maintain its overall organization. This can be rationalized by

the following: The mutated loop had to readapt its structure

since it was subject to additional conformational restrictions

imposed by the salt bridges formed by the interaction between

the Asp-144 side chain and the nearby charged histidine side

chain (see Fig. 5). However, as seen in Fig. 6 C, it was Gly-

141, which was located at the other end of the loop, that

fluctuated the most during the simulation and explored the

widest range of dihedral angles, whereas Asp-144 remained

within a narrower range of side-chain conformations. This is

FIGURE 3 RMSD plot of the histidine mu-

tants. The plot was divided into four panels for

convenience: (A) neutral histidine, ND proton-

ated; (B) neutral histidine, NE protonated; (C)

neutral histidine, ND and NE protonated alter-

natively; and (D) his-asp-his1 triad containing

systems. The system denoted triad3 was simu-

lated twice for verification. The 1,2,3 annotations

in panels A–C indicate mutants a, b, and c, re-

spectively, as seen in Fig. 2. The wild-type krr1 is

presented in (A) for reference.
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expected, since Asp-144 was restricted by the salt bridges

with the nearby histidine side chain. We assume that due to

the flexibility of the glycine, it absorbed most of the extra

conformational restrictions and therefore helped keep the

overall organization of the structure largely intact.

Interaction analysis

The histidine mutants are characterized by stacking interac-

tions between the aromatic rings of histidine residues on

equivalent positions on consecutive strands in the interior core

of the structure. In addition, the triad3 mutant is characterized

FIGURE 5 Three examples of the triad-containing struc-

tures: (A) triad1, (B) triad2, (C) triad3. In all cases on the

left: only the triad. On the right: the entire system with the

triad-containing row emphasized. The triad in A and B is

emphasized and circled in black on the left. The salt bridge

interactions are indicated by arrows in C.

FIGURE 4 The three triad-containing systems

before (left) and after (right) the simulation.

(A) krr_triad1, (B) krr_triad2, (C) krr_triad3.

The histidine residues are emphasized for clar-

ity: neutral histidine is depicted in cyan, and

charged histidine is depicted in yellow. The

aspartate residues taking part in the triad are

depicted in red. See Fig. 5 for a detailed

description of the triads.
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by a network of salt bridges between the negatively charged

side chain of Asp-144 and the positively charged Hsp-164

(see an illustration of these interactions in Fig. 5 C). Table 2

summarizes the average salt-bridge distance between the Cg

of Asp-144 and the positively charged nitrogen atoms of

Hsp-164 for both simulations of triad3. We considered an

interaction as a salt bridge if the distance between the Asp

Cg atom and any of the Hsp-charged hydrogen atoms was

#3.0 Å. We considered the distance to the Cg atom instead

of to the charged oxygen atoms of Asp (Od1 and Od2), since

side-chain conformational changes during the simulation

often cause the two oxygen atoms to flip. Therefore, mea-

suring the distance of the Cg from the positively charged

histidine hydrogen is more robust and provides a good

estimate as to the location of the Od1 and Od2 atoms with

respect to the His positively charged group.

As seen in the table, the average distance of interaction for

the salt bridges is ;2.7 Å in both simulations, which indi-

cates a strong electrostatic attraction, since the charged Asp

oxygen atoms are even closer to the Hsp hydrogens than the

Asp Cg. It is also seen that nearly all seven possible inter-

actions existed at any given trajectory during the simulation

and that the standard deviation of the measured distance was

small (;60.2 Å), indicating that the distances were rather

restrained and did not change much during the simulation,

in accordance with the fact that the structure in general

maintained its organization. Table 2 also shows the average

distance and angle of the aromatic ring stacking between

consecutive histidine residues in both the triad3 mutants and

the hsd1 mutant, whose basic repetitive unit is shown in Fig.

2 A. We considered a maximum distance of 7.0 Å between

the centers of masses of the measured rings. As seen in the

table, the average stacking distance is 4.9–5.2 Å. In addition,

all seven possible stacking interactions existed in nearly all

the simulations, especially in the two triad3 simulations. The

standard deviations were also rather small, considerably less

than 1.0 Å in all cases, indicating that the distances between

consecutive histidine rings did not fluctuate much during the

simulation, again in accordance with the overall good orga-

nization of the structures.

FIGURE 6 The main-chain dihedral angle

distribution of the loop residues of the krr_triad3

mutant. For loop assignment, see bottom right

illustration.
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Looking at the average angle between consecutive aro-

matic rings, also shown in the table, one can see that not

surprisingly in the hsd1 mutant the aromatic ring’s stacking

was significantly more parallel than in the triad3 mutants,

where the stacking tended to be T-shaped. In the triad3

mutants the positively charged histidine rings adapted their

conformation to interact with the Asp-144 oxygens and

created the energetically preferred electrostatic interactions.

The remaining neutral histidine rings could not align with the

charged rings, as this would cause a steric clash with the Asp

residues (see Fig. 5 C) and therefore the stacking angles were

closer to 90�. Despite the fact that T-shaped stacking is weaker

than parallel stacking, it is still strong enough to potentially

enable a partial overlap of the p-electrons of the rings. To

prove that T-shaped stacking is a consequence of the nano-

construct organization more than the effect of adding to

stacking the electrostatic component (Asp�-His1 pairs), we

performed quantum mechanical calculations using molecular

models that mimic the triad organization. Results indicated

that T-shape stacking is disfavored with respect to classical

face to face stacking, even when electrostatic interactions are

involved. Therefore, the steric restrictions imposed by the

nanostructure organization are responsible for the formation

of a T-shaped arrangement since they are energetically less

FIGURE 7 The main-chain dihedral angle dis-

tribution of the loop residues of the wild-type

krr1, when simulated with 24 ions (0.8% w/w).

For loop assignment, see bottom right illustration.

TABLE 2 Average distance of salt bridges and aromatic ring stacking in the relevant histidine mutants

Mutant

name

Average salt

bridge (Å)

Average number

of salt bridges*

Average aromatic

ring distance (Å)

Average aromatic

ring angle (degrees)

Average number of

ring stacking*

krr_hsd1 N/A N/A 4.944 6 0.47 28.12 6 14.56 5.997

krr_triad3 (I) 2.72 6 0.14 6.62 5.20 6 0.89 71.01 6 23.97 6.75

krr_triad3 (II) 2.70 6 0.2 6.07 5.19 6 0.68 63.37 6 18.04 6.59

*Out of seven possible interactions.
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favored (results are shown in the Supplementary Material).

The overall scenario drawn by our results demonstrates a

potential use of the krr1-based models to transfer charge.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown before that b-helical proteins are promising

candidates for nanostructure design for several reasons: They

are repetitive, tubular, and symmetrical and thus suitable for

designing new nanomaterials of a repetitive nature such as

nanofibers and tubes. In addition, their tube-like structure

makes them of potential use for targeted small molecule

delivery, fiber construction with attached imaging probes, or

targeted peptides and charge transfer. We were able to show

that a system constructed of four replicas of residues 131–

165 of galactoside acetyltransferase exhibited remarkable

stability under all the simulated conditions, including tem-

perature increase and addition of ions. In this work we take

our findings one step further and show that we can modify

the original sequence of our construct and substitute specific

residues in the internal core by histidine while maintaining

the original structure throughout the simulation time. This, in

turn, shows that it is possible to modify the residue com-

position and the hydrophobicity of the interior core of a

b-helical-based construct and still maintain structural orga-

nization. We also inserted a row of aspartate residues in a

position that enabled the creation of a network of salt bridges

and hydrogen bonds with the histidine side chains, follow-

ing the serine protease catalytic triad seen in nature, while

largely maintaining the original structural organization. This

suggests that there is potential use of these systems for

charge transfer. This hypothesis requires further testing and

experimenting. Further research directions may include more

extensive simulations, including the introduction of point

mutations to standard and nonstandard amino acids to en-

hance the structural stability of the systems. Another di-

rection of future study could be to perform more quantum

mechanical calculations to test the hypothesis that the triad-

containing constructs are suitable for charge transfer. Another

direction would be to experimentally produce the constructs

and test their structural stability in vitro.
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